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Instructions for installation of TruckFridge mounting plate and TF49 in Freightliner Cascadia 

Note:  Some trucks vary depending on specification at time of manufacture. TruckFridge 

assumes no responsibility or liability as a result of variations on trucks specs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Removing the trim frame on the truck 

cabinet: Some models may be held in 

place with 4 screws from the back 

side. In this case, remove the clip nuts 

from the trim frame. These will need to 

be replaced with included plastic 

“trees” as screws cannot be 

reinstalled once the fridge is mounted.  

Some frames are held in place with 

push clips. These can be reused. 

 

If your vehicle came without a 

factory installed fridge, locate 12v 

accessory power point plug at 

rear of shelf. Reach underneath 

to unlock and push power plug 

and wire up through hole in shelf. 

 

Align large black mounting plate with existing 

holes already in cabinet platform.  They can 

be located from bottom, if shelf is covered 

with carpet, poke up through holes and 

through the carpet.  (Carpet removed in 

picture for demonstration purpose only.) 
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Bolt mounting plate to bottom of cabinet 

with finger tabs along the back of the 

cabinet, pointed up and toward center of 

truck. Check to be sure fridge thermostat 

is turned off in case unit has been tilted 

during installation. Connect the fridge 

power plug to the truck power cord plug. 

If your cabinet does not have a top mount 

bracket, use small black TF top bracket 

with black push clips and secure to 

bracket in the top of cabinet. This will bolt 

to TF top fridge bracket. If your truck 

already has top mounting bracket as 

shown here, the TF top bracket and push 

clips will not be needed. 

Slide fridge on to mounting plate, aligning 

rear finger tabs to fridge bottom plate. 

Insure wires are not pinched or rubbing. 

Align front holes and secure with 

included bolts and lock nuts.   

 

Install cabinet trim frame using plastic 

“trees” as mentioned previously.  Fridge 

light will be on when door is open even 

when thermostat is in “0” Off position.     

Do not turn fridge on until it has remained 

in upright position at least 4 hours prior to 

being installed. 


